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Zakheus Pakage (1) and Karel Gobay (r) after their return
from Makassar (1950)

Zakheus Pakage and his mother, Lake Tigi (1951)

Glossary1

Acts of/ree choice
This refers to a plebiscite held under the auspices of the United Nations mandate
in 1969 with the intention to allow the people of Irian Jayan to decide whether
they wanted to form an independent state of West Papua or to be a part of Indonesia. The people were deprived of their freedom to determine their own political
destiniy, as Jakarta had another agenda.
CAMA
is an abreviation of The Christian & Missionary Alliance which is an Evangelical
Missionary body from North America committed to establishing indigenous
churches throughout the world, including in Indonesia and in Irian Jaya. In Irian
Jaya, their missionary work was introduced in 1939. In this study I will only use
the term mission refering to this missionary agency. Missionary or missionaries is
used in this study to refer to the missonary personnel who are connected with
this body.
Cburch, the
The 'church' in this study is used to refer to the church which resulted from the
missionary activitiy of CAMA which in this part of the world is known as the
GKII-Gereja Kemah Injil Irian Jaya. This is also the church for which I work.
God
The term God used in this study generally refers to the people's concept of God,
which is developed in the context of interaction with Christianity on the basis of
pre-contact rehgious belief. If the Bibhcal notion of God is meant ït will be mentioned.
Me, the
The people who are the subject of this investigation have been known as Kapauku
-through the work of Pospisil (1971, 1972, 1977) or Ekagi (Steltenpool 1969). In
this study I have used Me which means 'the people' because that is the term they
use when referring to themselves (see also Hyndman 1988).

1

For the Me spelling see 'Brief notes on the Me orthography' in the Appendix.
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OPM
is the Indonesian acronym for Organizasi Papua Merdeka-the Papuan Liberation
Oganization which—at least ideologically has refused to recognize the political
integration of West Papua/Irian Jaya—and is still struggling to obtain political
indepedence from the Indonesian government.
Zakheus' communities
is used to refer the groups of people from vanous places who decided to live
together in a newly built settlements as an expression of their acceptance of
Zakheus' socio-religious programs. Other terms used are: Wege people, or Wege

Local terms
ayii
a concept that has something to do with good life: no death/sickness abundance
of food, etc.
akabade
is an economie event to exchange local commodities between different village
groups.
buka - feast/piece of bamboo used to cut pork meat, etc.
bomoye - a type of cowrie shell.
bugii yagoo mee - a man who is has a special skill in making garden.
bodiya - fire, also another type of cowrie shell.
duta
a religious object which according to the Me Zakheus used to perform miracles.
ede pede - to do economie transactions.
epa mege - a type of cowrie shell.
enaa - good.
gau - dried bamboo or drain bamboo or schaamkoker used to fetch water.
kopa - stick/staff.
koteka - penis gourd.
xviii

kabo - foundation.
kampung teladan
(Bahasa Indonesia) village of the year, which is an award given the government to
the leaders of the village leadership created by the government to carry out their
policies.
kamu tui
*
a religious ceremony (to drive out spirit being which brought in sickness or to
bring in rain, etc).
kapauku - a term used by the ogai to refer to the Me.
mege

is the local term for cowrie shell used as a means of exchange until the 1980s.
megebeto

is a tortoise-like animal which is believed to be the physical representation of a
spirit being which can multiply the cowrie shell. Often it is also refered to as mege
bugaïya -because megebeto consists of a pair: one male and female. According to
the Me this megebato is owned by a few people and has enabled them to have
many cowrie shells, which in turn has brought them many pigs and wives. There
are several ways through which one can obtain megebeto. It can be sent by a ghost
of the dead or obtained by revelation. Another way of obtaining megebeto is
through sale. But those who have megebeto have to observe certain conditions.
One of them is that of making regular ritual sacrifices, at the place where megebeto is kept. Other rules includes: abstaining from doing certain things. As long
as the owner observe such rules the megebeto produces mege.
moge - skirt
ogai

is the local term for all foreigners such as: missionaries, government personnel,
Euroamericans, Indonesians and local people who work for the church alike.
pabrik

is taken from Dutch word fabriek which means factory; but the local people in
the context of religious movement as any material objects which is taken as representation of God or female deity which can help produce material goods "without
man's involvemenet.
pakoba

another type sea shell used as a means of exchange before the mege became dominant.

xix

patau - digging stick.
poti - rim of a fishing net.
tota - something which has existed or indigenous, not imported.
tota mana - religious rules or taboos.
udi - shrimp.
uwa - season.
wadi - a small digging stick.
Wege Bage
disturbers of peace and order. This is a name given to the Zakheus' communities
by the ogai and their opponent.
Wege Mana
mainly used refers to the teachings or programmes of Zakheus or his communities.
wiwitiida - the time of immediate transformation of the world.
woti
a type of big sea shell used as means of exchange which was gradually replaced by
a cowrie shell.
yapeewa - small hut built for the purpose of war.
yenu - handle of a fishing net.
yina - non-domesticated animals or insects.
yoo - a type of cowrie shell mainly used in the Lake Paniai area.
yuma mito
literally bones of your nose: (but) it means a special gift given by an immediate
relatives of death.

xx

Key figures/the main figures in this study
Koyeidaba

is a messianic mythological hero who is beheved to have appeared in Idakebo,
Kamu Valley, performing miraculous deeds by feeding the hungry people by just
rubbing certain parts of his body. Later he was killed by the people and he disappeared. When the missionaries and the local church leadeship began preaching
about of Jesus Christ of Christianity the people in this region argued that it was
Koyeidaba which was being preached.
Pakage, Jordan

is Zakheus' elder brother who went about destroying people's gardens, burning
houses and killing their pigs. His acts in this respect helped convince the government and missionary personnel that Zakheus and his communities were wege
people- disturbers of peace and order.
Pakage, Zakheus

is referred to as Zaccheus by the missionaries, is a leading religious leader who is
subject of this study. He was born in Ylbagouyoweta, Tigi district around 1920.
During World War Two he went to Australia with Dr. De Bruijn. After the war
he attended the Theological School in Makassar—Ujung Pandang, South Celebes
—returning to the Paniai region in 1950. There he began his work and built his
communities but was rejected by the Dutch and the missionary personel. In 1952
he was declared as mentally ill. He was sent to the Mental Clinic Irene in Hollandia Binnen, known as Abepura today. In 1957 he was released and went back to
the Paniai region, but was sent back again to Jayapura. In 1963 he again returned
to the Paniai region again and tried to take over the church and government
leadership in this region but was sent back to the mental hospital in Hollandia
Binnen/Abepura in the coming year. In 1969, he escaped. He went to Sentani
where he died in 1970. Some regard Zakheus as a representation of Jesus Christ
who had come to deliver them from politico-religious domination.
Troutman, Reverend
is an American missionary connected with CAMA who worked in the Paniai
region from December 1947 until the middle part of the 1980s. He had met
Zakheus in Makassar and knew him personnally. He had worked in this region
among the Me until he retired in middle part of the 1980s. He had a strong influence on determimng the missionary pohcy in the region.

Glossary of geographical locations
Bomou
Bomou is just about a 15 minute walk from Waghete, the capital of Tigi district.
The first local church was established in this place after Zakheus began his work.
xxi

This name is used to refer to Yibagouyoweta and Topuuto. This was the place in
which the first burnings of religious objects took place as a response to Zakheus'
work. Hundreds of people indicated their willingness to follow Zakheus.
Idakebo
This is also a very signicant place, because Koyeidaba started his activities here. It
is also the place where the leaders of the Wege community in Kamu Valleys grew
up and started to preach their wege mana in midst of competition with preachers
of other religious beliefs of the ogai.
Kokobaiya
In 1960 this was one the place which was considered to be the strong hold of the
wege mana. It is located on the left bank of Jawei river. In the 1960s the population consisted of 140.
Paniai region, Wissel Lakes
is here used to refer to the areas around the Paniai, Tage and Tigi lakes, and to the
Kamu and Mapia districts, which is the country of the Me. Until the 1960s it was
also refered to as the Wissel Lakes region. Due to the colonial conotation of the
latter term, it was changed to Paniai. Wissel Lakes will be used also in this study
when refering to events before the name was changed.
Pugomoma
This place where Pugo river which flows to Jawei River onginated. It can be
reached within a 2-3 hour walk from Enarotali. This place is believed to be the
place of origin of Koyeidaba before he went to take up his residence in Idakebo
(see Idakebo).
Sentanï
is a town on the Northcoast of Irian Jaya where the airport of Jayapura is located.
Zakheus spent his last years there.
Yibagouyoweta
is in a settlement of about 40 people in Tigi district. Zakheus began his work
here. It is also a significant place, because Ekata or Yupi (the founder of three
clans including Pakage clan) chose this place to build his home.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

1.1

Background

In the past fifty years there have been few publications about the Christianization of the people of the Central Highlands of Irian Jaya, Indonesia. Mostly
they were written by missionary personnel, for the consumption of the missionary supporting communities or agencies (Gibbons 1981, Hitt 1962, Manning 1969, Mickelson 1968, Wiek 1990).
So far only the acculturation of the Muyu of South New Guinea/Irian
Jaya (Schoorl 1993) and the Western Dani people and their response which
has been subjected to the anthropological investigation. In the case of the
Western Dani, the first investigation was made by O'Brien and Ploeg in the
early 1960s. According to them the Western Dani people were receptive to
the Euroamericans when contact occurred.
The attitude towards the Europeans was favorable because the new arrivals had an abundance of highly valued objects, such as cowrie shells, bush
knives and steel axes (O'Brien & Ploeg 1964: 283).
Later this positive response resulted in the mass-renunciation and destruction
of their traditional symbol objects of spiritual security (O'Brien & Ploeg
1964: 284ff). More recently Hayward drew a similar conclusion in a study
which outlines this process of drastic group conversion to Christianity. Western Dani 'display a significant lack of satisfaction with their own culture'
(1980: 108). This was 'demonstrated by an attitude of restlessness, of openness
to change, and a concern for survival' (1980: 106). Therefore 'they were open
and ready for change which came with the arrival of the missionaries' (1980:
110). This attitude toward the Euroamericans resulted in the birth of religious
movement which in turn gave birth of the Western Dani Church (Hayward
1980: 129, 1992: 3 f f).
In contrast to the Western Dani's experience, the Me who form the subject of
this study generally resisted the advent of the Euroamericans into the area.
Integration of Christianity among the Me took a long period of time. Therefore Reverend Mickelson who returned to the Paniai region in October 1946
in order to reintroduce the missionary work, expressed his frustrations due to

the lack of converts two years later and planned to move the missionary
station from Enarotali, Lake Paniai (Mickelson 1968: 136). But when Zakheus
Pakage began working in 1950 mass conversions took place. Hundreds of
people came to Zakheus and expressed their desire to follow what he taught.
Those who came to him were the first groups to form what came to be
known as the Zakheus' commumties.

1.2

The subject of this study

1.2.1

Zakheus and bis communities

This study investigates the work of Zakheus Pakage and his communities.
Zakheus is the key figure in this study. Zakheus was born in the Tigi district,
around 1920 (see p. 285 'The Life of Zakheus Pakage'). In May 1943 he accompanied De Bruijn. After World War Two De Bruijn became known as
Jungle Pimpernel. They retreated further into the Eastern Central Highlands
of New Guinea/Irian Jaya in order to escape from the Japanese forces who
were approaching the Wissel Lakes region. In July 1944, Zakheus and other
Me who had accompanied the Dutch government officer were taken to Australia. While in Australia the Dutch entrusted four of the men to the CAMA
mission to be trained in theology in Makassar, known today as Ujung Pandang, South Celebes, Indonesia. In 1946, Zakheus and Karel Gobay and two
others entered theological school in Makassar. Zakheus went back to Wissel
Lakes and began his work in August 1950. His preaching activities resulted in
the birth of the Wege communities or his communities. A year later after his
return, he was arrested as he came into conflict with the ogai and the local
headmen. Zakheus faced much opposition from various directions. In spite of
opposition Zakheus continued to build his 'Christian communities'. In April
1952, he was declared as mentally ill and was sent to the mental clinic in
Hollandia known today as Jayapura which is on the north coast of Inan Jaya.
His communities continued to grow in spite of his absence. He went back to
the Paniai region several times, but the ogai kept him away from his communities by sending him back to the coast. He died in January 1970 after he had
escaped from the mental clinic several months earlier.
This study is an investigation of the life history and work of this religious
leader. It is also a history of interaction between two cultures: that of the ogai
and of the Me.
In this study, Christian communities which Zakheus attempted to establish, are referred to as: Zakheus' communities, Wege communities, or Wege
Bage. This study reviews the activities of Zakheus Pakage, the birth and the
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development of the Wege communities in the Wissel Lakes region, the Western Central Highlands of Irian Jaya. In the final analysis the main concern of
this study is the indigenous religious views as expressed by the Wege communities and the Me in general at various stages.
1.2.2

God, salvation, the Bible, Jesus Christ, and eschatology

Although this study deals mainly with the activities of Zakheus and his communities, the main concern of this study is the religious views of the Me
people in general. I have concentrated on several central themes. This is necessary simply because according to the Wege Bage, the Western Christian doctrinal themes found their local or indigenous counter parts in the pre-contact
religious views. The Wege Bage mterpreted Christianity in terms of these perceived pre-contact religious motifs. The pre-contact religious motifs on which
the Wege Bage built and developed their indigenous religious discourse are the
following:
a. God—as Ugatame—the male deity who was believed to as male creator
deity. He had been in contact with the past generations of the Me from
his dwellmg place in the upperworld.
b. Bible is seen as touye mana or tota mana—or the religious rules or teachings (similar to the 10 commandments of the Christian Bible) which have
been in existence long before the contact with the ogai. ogai is a local term
used here to refer to Euroamericans, Indonesians or local people who are
associated with them (for further explanation on the local terms used see
Glossary).
c. Salvation—is understood as ayii, a concept which refers to a state of life
where there is no sickness and suffering, where the people never grow
old, and live a life full of happiness. It is assumed that it is possible to
experience this kind of life quality here and now if one carefully follows
religious rules believed to be given by God.
d. Jesus Christ—was seen as Koyeidaba—the local messianic figure who was
believed to have visited Paniai region but was killed in the Kamu Valley.
Some viewed Zakheus himself as a messiah appointed by God.
e. Eschatology—the Me see Christian doctrine of the second coming of the
Lord as wiwiitida—which means the time of consummation of the world
and history.
These perceived indigenous religious motifs became the framework or model
through which the Wege Bage developed their own theological views which
later collided with the religious beliefs of the ogai. The invention of new reli3

gious ideas on the basis of such existing pre-contact religious views is the
subject of this investigation. Before stating the problem and method, a brief
remarks about the issue of 'pre-contact religious motifs' as alluded above will
be made.
1.2.3

The issue of the Me's pre<ontact religious beliefs

The Wege Bage claim, and I quote my informants, 'we have known the Christian doctrines bemg preached by the ogai, because such religious motifs, had
already been known to our ancestors long before the ogai came to this region'. This is a crucial statement. Because the religious views to be discussed
in this study are built around this argument. The question now is how can we
know that such Christian motifs had already been known in the region since
its pre-contact times. I think their historical and socio-cultural setting in
which they expressed this view can provide a possible explanation to this
question. It will be shown in the following chapters that the Wege Bage lived
in two inter-related context: a drastic socio-cultural and economie change and
preached their views in the midst of a strong opposition from the ogai. Seeing
the Wege Bage's claim above, in the light of the setting in which they lived,
there are three possible explanations regarding their claim of 'having access to
the pre-contact religious knowledge': cultural, socio-political and the invention of new religious ideas. From cultural view point, the Me assume that
religious ideas such as: God, the male creator deity-Ugatame or Wado-mee,
messianic figures etc. can be found in the Me healing rituals, folk-tales, legends, mythological beliefs at least in its elementary forms. Being a Me myself,
I have shared such assumptions. While, from a socio-political view point, such
religious contention of the Wege Bage is highly political in their attempts to
defend their views which was being suppressed by the ogai. This political
element dominates the Wege Bage's theological discourse as will be shown in
Chapter 5. Further, when caught in the process of change and opposition the
Wege Bage also invented new religious ideas. In this respect the Wege Bage
while integrating elements of Christian beliefs, also invented new religious
ideas and made use of the existing religious/cultural ideas to support their
views and attacked the ogai. Methodolocially therefore, the Wege Bage's view
that they had 'pre-contact religious knowledge', is questionable. Their knowledge about 'pre-contact religious beliefs' as such is informed by the sociopolitical setting in which they lived and their exploitation of the existing
religious assumptions.
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1.2.4

The importance of the study

Zakheus Pakage is an important figure in the Me's socio-religious history.
What is surprising is that the ogai who had written about Christianization of
the Paniai region and the Central Highlands of Irian Jaya had not mentioned
the work of Zakheus (Hitt 1976, Wiek 1990) with the exception of Mickelson
(1968). Instead of recognizing Zakheus, the ogai who had dealt with him
painted a bad picture of Zakheus. He was seen as a man who 'was possessed
by the devil' (De Pionier, Maart 1963, No. 3). Another ogai described him as
false messiah 'who through subletly of Satan was used to influence thousands
of innocents people to make a false decision' (Behind the Ranges, May 1970).
Or an evangelist through whom 'a great revival swept over the area where he
was working, who later succumbed and completely sell out to the powers of
darkness' (Karel & Zakheus n.d.: 6) The government official in Waghete
similarly saw Zakheus as a man who was 'stirring up the people of the region
and creating disorder and conflicts' (The Alliance Weekly, September 12, 1951).
To the Me however, Zakheus is 'the Me people's Jesus'. In spite of the condemnation by ogai of Zakheus as 'false teacher', today Zakheus is seen as an
undisputed indigenous church leader who suffered for the cause of the church.
Within the church communities Zakheus can be regarded as 'the apostle to
the Me'. This is particularly true for church communities in Tigi, Debei,
Kamu and Mapia districts which can be seen as the fruit of Zakheus' evangelistic programs. Until August 1950, the year Zakheus began his activities,
these areas which belonged to the Catholics. The Catholics had distributed
material goods such as: axes, swords, etc to attract the Me when Zakheus
began to preach his theological views (BE Jayapura 2 August 1992). By returnïng to his place of birth and preaching Christianity, Zakheus invaded these
areas and built his communities which later became the nucleus of local
church' communities. These church communities today form strong indigenous congregations. The church communities and the people in general today
view Zakheus as an influential religious leader in the religious history of the
Me. The Wege Bage who hold new religious views—which is combination of
Christianity and their traditional religion—in the Paniai region see Zakheus as
a man who had taught the true 'religion' which was not preached by the ogai.
In this respect Zakheus can be seen as a man who laid down the foundation
for the rise of various religious cults in the succeeding years in Paniai region
up until now.
On the grassroot level the work of Zakheus and his views continue to
shape the life of many of the village communities in Paniai region today. This
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is evident from the followmg cases which shows the way the people attempt
to relate their experience today with the life and work of Zakheus.
a. I remember my uncle Widiyaibiwode—my father's older brother, who
was the village chief, making references to Zakheus' teaching in a meeting in
1965 when he made an important speech in the community. Between 1964
and 1968 the people in the Tigi area had been thrown into the sea of panic, as
head-huntmg rumors became very prevalent. It is important to note that these
type of rumors are still common not only in Irian Jaya but also in the rest of
Indonesia (see Drake 1989, Forth 1991 and Erb 1991). It was said that the
Indonesian authonties were hiring a number of people to go around to various village communities in the Tigi area in search of human heads. Such
human heads were intended to be buried in the ground under an airstrip
which was under construction in Waghete or under the bridge and road projects which were underway in the coastal town of Nabire. It was said that
such a sacrifice was needed to strengthen the airstrip or to make the road or
bridge more durable. The people were afraid to go even to fetch fire wood or
to gather their food. And Widiyaibiwode, as the chief called the people and
challenged them not to be fearful by referring to Zakheus' words saying 'this
was already predicted by Zakheus. If you can spare some time and reflect on
what Zakheus had said, you will know that it is according to the plan as
Zakheus had predicted it' (see paragraph 5.5 'Local Eschatology', particularly
section 5.5.2). The war against all people of the world) As far as I can remember this reference to Zakheus' teachings helped the people to weave their
world which was falling apart. I was part of this community and shared those
views. Zakheus' teachings provided a kind of framework through which the
people saw their history and their world.
b. The above is not the only case. The Me have been interpreting the historical events in the past four decades from the perspective of Zakheus' teachings.
On one occasion Zakheus is said to have gone to the city market in Sentani
and then he took off his clothes and stood naked at the market in Sentani. He
was escorted back to Pos VII, Sentani where he was staying. Today, the Wege
Bage argue that Zakheus' act in this respect was showing the future politicoreligious destiny of the Irian Jayans. The Me say that in those days the people
did not want to listen to him; therefore Zakheus sought a different method to
teach the people by acting out and dramatizing his teachings about the future
destiny of the Irian Jayans this way. The people who have seen the development activity in the region through which the people's land was taken and
the natural resources exploited, now argue that the last thing the Irian Jayans
will experience after they lost everything is that their clothes will be taken
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away and they will die naked in their own land as Zakheus had demonstrated
(BP Jayapura June 12, 1992). It will be seen in this study that Zakheus' activities indeed shaped and will shape the people's political and religious thinking
in the future.
c. Today many acknowledge Zakheus as the pioneer of the community development in the Pamai region. This idea was developed by the people in the
1980s when two villages1: Bomou and Tenedagi/Tigi district received the
Kampung teladan—village of the year award from the government from the
Bupati—the Head of the Paniai regency stationed in Nabire. This award was
given to the village leadership as recognition of their success in creating a
clean and healthy surrounding, with a proper office and with its sign board
and the managing the village administration, etc. The people argue that the
reason why the two villages got this award was that the men who helped
winning this award for the two villages were that the elementary school
teachers who were born in the former Wege communities. Some of the former
Wege Mana followers argued that 'community development program' introduced by the state today was Zakheus' important agenda four decades ago.
Later in June 1992, when Bas Suebu, the former Irian Jaya Governor introduced his strategy of 'village based development program' he was seen by the
Me as 'reformulating Zakheus' development agenda. In fact one of the
Zakheus' sympathizer call him Zakheus II, or reincarnation of Zakheus.
Again, I have cited these cases to show that Zakheus and his work continue to
shape the people's socio-religious history.
Furthermore, Zakheus' views on Christian mission seem to be relevant
for today's church' responsibility of meeting the socio-economic needs of the
people. I think he was 40 years ahead in thinking than the ogai. This is based
on my understanding of his twofold missionary program.
His first goal was to spread the gospel as he understood it from his socioreligious frame work. He was convinced that God preached by Western missionary was already in existence in the history and culture of his people. In
relation to missionary work, it is in my understanding that a right starting
point is to come up with a more local and contextual expression of Christianity; bearing in mind some problems involved in this process. His second aim
was related to what was noted above: community development. Zakheus was
concerned with the need to help the local communities to get them integrated
to wider national society. Through his preachmg, he tried to introducé his
village development program by establishing Christian communities and

1

This village consists of several former settlements which created by the state government with
the intention to penetrate the society within the state ideologies.
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encouraging such communities to work hard and to plant crops which would
bring them into the cash economy. This is an important aspect of the missionary task today which Zakheus had introduced in August 1950. I think this
was a timely missionary program intended to avoid economie and political
domination from the ogai. It is here that I sympathize with many people
today, who have expressed their feelings of regret for not taking Zakheus
seriously. The Me have indeed ample reasons to regret in the light of the
present fear of socio-economic and political domination by the new settlers
who carry socio-economic and political powers. 'Had we had enough courage
to work hard as Zakheus had taught, today we would have been the ones to
teaching and expanding or introducing development projects among Indonesians and to other people, and not the other way around' (BE, Bomou September 5, 1992).
This investigation is intended to deal with this key figure who shaped the
Me's socio-religious history.

1.3

The problem and the method

The questions which the study addresses began to emerge as I listened to
people telling their stories about their involvement and their views about
Zakheus and his programs. Some of the questions addressed in this study are:
In what conditions did the people, Zakheus and his communities live? What
motivated the people to join Zakheus' communities. What induced Zakheus
to preach? What did Zakheus want to achieve through his activities? These are
some of the questions which this study attempts to address. Before showing
the methods adopted to address these questions, a brief review is made to
explain the logic of the methods used here.
1.3.1

Recent approaches to the study ofreligion

Quarles van Ufford and Schoffeleers have, in my opinion, rightly said that in
the past approaches to the study of religion has traversed three distinct phases
which more or less coincided with three successive stages in the history of
Third World nations: colonial era, the era of political struggle and the post
colonial era. During the colonial era the study of religion was mostly centered
on beliefs on cults or witchcraft which was viewed from conservative and
functionalistic terms. In the succeeding era of nationalism, Anthropologists
paid attention to the revolutionary potential of religion. Religion was seen as
source of resistance and aspirations for liberation. During the post indepen-
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dence period roughly from the 1950s the study shifts to religious symbolism
divorced from political processes (Quarles van Ufford & Schoffeleers 1988).
In the course this historical sequence new approaches to the study of religion has been introduced. Droogers lists some of the models employed in the
study of religion: functionalist models, intellectualist model, neo-Marxist
models, informants model, semantic and the semantic model (Droogers 1985:
lOlff). However, the call for new models continues. In response to this 'waste
making' of models for the study of religion, Droogers calls for 'recycling'
arguing that models should not be regarded as mutually exclusive but inclusive and therefore suggested an eclectic use of models. 'This is essential partly
because of every model justifies itself by means of lts own presuppositions
and judges other models by lts own criteria' (Droogers 1985: 101).
This eclectic approach is being used here in this study: cultural, sociopolitical and local people's history and identity
1.3.2

Cultural approach

This approach takes religion as an expression of system of meaning. Geertz
who introduced this cultural model saw culture as 'an historically transmitted
pattern of meanings embodied in symbols, as system of inherited conceptions
expressed in symbolic forms by means of which men communicate, perpetuate and develop their knowledge about attitude toward life' (Geertz 1973: 89).
With this view of culture he defines religion as 'a system of symbols which
acts to establish powerful, pervasive and long lasting moods and motivations
in men by formulating conceptions of a general order of existence and clothing these conceptions with such an aura of factuality that the moods and
motivations seem uniquely reahstic' (Geertz 1973: 90).
Kamma (1972) and Peter Lawrence (1989) studied religious movements in
Irian Jaya/Melanesia from a similar perspectives. Both Kamma and Lawrence
attributed the rise of new religious movements in Irian Jaya/Melanesia as
redefinition of the people's indigenous mythology and belief systems. I have
partly shared this view and therefore take religious discourse of Zakheus and
his communities as revival of the pre-contact religious tradition. And yet, at
the same time I do not totally agree with them, simply because they neglect
the historical context m which such a religious views were formulated. Another objection is that taking the religious movements only as revitalization
of the past religious tradition is a static view and fails to see the dynamic
nature of human's religious life.
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1.3.3

Socio-political approach

The above cultural model has been criticized; since it neglects the socio-historical and political dimension of religion (see Asad 1983, Bax 1987, Kooiman et
al. 1984). Those who are critical of the cultural approach see religion as an
expression of people's aspirations for socio-political liberation (Guillot 1985,
Quarles van Ufford 1980). In the study of religious movements two scholars
who had used this approach are: Lanternari (1965) and Worsley (1968). The
people's religious views are seen as a reaction to the foreign politico-religious
and economie powers. Being aware of their plight of living under domination
by such powers the 'believers' argue, 'At first we had the land and you had
the Bible. Now we have the Bible and you have the land' (Lanternari 1965:
21). The historical context and the circumstances in which Zakheus and his
communities lived and carried their activities, convince me to share this sociopolitical approach. However, here again, it is impossible to argue that religious views of Zakheus was completely inspired by his political agenda. To do
that would mean that we would adopt an exclusive approach; where in religion is separated from other spheres of human's life such as man's search for
meaning. Man is also concern with his perceived past which informs his/her
understanding of himself which also shapes his/her future.
1.3.4

Local history and indigenous religious discourse

Religion is also seen as a part of the collective memory of the society's past
which shape lts views of itself and lts identity and the aspirations of the society to preserve such aspirations. The religious beliefs and socio-political aspirations of the society are always based on lts history or lts memory of lts past.
In this respect Zakheus' activity is seen as a program to recollect, bring forth
and to preserve their past history which was being undermined and challenged by the ogai. The rise of Zakheus's communities and indigenous theological awareness can be seen as a new consciousness to preserve the history
their communities and identity in the midst of change and opposition.
I have taken this broader view out of the assumption that the two tools
mentioned earlier are too exclusive and static. When in actual daily life setting, religious views are always in the state of flux following the believers'
moods and aspirations which are shaped by their changing historical and
cultural context.
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1.4

Research viewpoints and problems

1.4.1

Research viewpoints

This study is done from a particular view point with specific concerns resulting in specific problems. In this section I would like to point out these concerns and problems.
First of all, this study is done from a sympathetic view point toward Zakheus
and his activities. I see Zakheus and his communities as attempting to formulate their own version of Christianity from the stand point of their own
cultural background. I accept this as fact, simply because all human beings see
the reality from the cultural views of the group in which they have been
brought up. This attitude will be reflected in this study. As a church worker I
want to see the development of an indigenous church: a church which is in
the hands of indigenous leadership, which takes up the task to spread Christianity by its own means, which bears its own financial responsibility. It is a
church which is engaged in critical theological reflection without being fear of
being accused of being 'syncretistic' by the ogai. By being 'critical' I mean
theological reflection which is critical toward its own indigenous views and
critical towards the ogai and their value orientations from a Biblical stand
point.
In this respect, I have taken a different position from the tradition of my
own church, which has been adapting a rather intolerant approach toward the
local religious expressions such as the one which is under the present consideration. For the church communities whose growth I have been attempting to
encourage, this approach may be shocking, or even heretical. In fact, my own
mother thinks that the kind of study adopted in this study is heretical. She
was upset when she finally realized that the mformation she had given was
used to estabhsh a dialogue with men who had been teaching a different gospel, which was in her eyes not the gospel at all (ED, Enarotali December 13,
1992).
Secondly this study is a personal one in two respects. This study has something to do with socio-religious history of my parents and the village community where I was born. It attempts to investigate the activity and participation
of my own parents and the modest contnbution they made—although in this
study they are mentioned once or twice in passing—in the process of dealing
with change and conflict. Because as soon as the people heard that Zakheus
was giving such instructions two of the village chiefs—one of them was: Widiyaibiwode, my father's elder brother—went to visit Zakheus. Later around
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November 1950 the chiefs and the people in my village invited Zakheus to
come to preach in my village. In response to his sermon, the people burnt
their religious objects and they established a 'Christian community'. He
distributed vegetable seeds to enable them to earn the Dutch currency. Following this decision to follow Zakheus, the two village chiefs attempted to
destroy the house of a teacher who was sent by the Catholics to this village.
They were put in ja.il, as a result. After their release (in June-July 1954) my
uncle—Widiyaibiwode, who was referred to as a 'Christian chief—and other
people from my village went to spread Christianity in Kamu and in Mapia
districts [The Alliance Weekly, August 4, 1954). A year later, Widiyaibiwode
and his men were on the road agam to preach Chnstianity; which was at the
same time a 'business trip' to the countries of other tribes such as: the Monis,
the Ndugas, the Ndanis and the Damals. His preaching among the Damals of
Beoga resulted in the 'conversion' of the local chief who was present and a
large number of people groups. Seeing this open response to Widiyaibiwode's
sermon, the Reverend Gibbons, who was in the early stage of introducing
Christianity in that region, invited him to preach at several places (Gibbons
1981: 209). This 'conversion of the Damal chief' was an important event since
this chief in turn encouraged his tribesmen to accept Christianity. The Damals who had intermarried with the Dani brought this message of conversion
to the Danis and later the Dani followed it by the burning of their religious
objects. This was the beginning of the birth of religious movements which
inspired other Western Dam groups to accept Christianity, which was described as 'acculturation movements' by Hayward (1980, 1992), O'Brien and
Ploeg (1964) and Larson (1992).
Thirdly, this study is personal in the sense that it expresses my sympathy
for men like Zakheus who had to go through suffering because of his views.
In Irian Jaya—Indonesia and elsewhere, Zakheus represents many others who
had suffered in the hands of political powers who had used the strategy of
confrontation and suppression toward indigenous political and religious
leaders. This present study is done with my personal view to call for a more
human approach which respect the politico-religious rights of all human
beings.
Fourthly, this research is done with the view to broaden the present understanding of the religions of Irian Jayans/Melanesians. It seems that the
anthropological study on the religions of Melanesians/Irian Jayans in the past
has centered on this 'cargo' motif as exemplified by works of Worsley (1968),
Lawrence (1992) and Kamma (1972). Such works have prevented us from
exploring other religious motifs such as: the indigenous people's view of God,
Jesus Christ, or salvation and eschatology. The present investigation is different in that it attempts to take other religious motifs which has been neglected
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and treat them comprehensively by taking the view that they cannot be studied separately. Simply because such religious motifs are inter-related.
1.4.2

Source ofInformation and theproblems in the collection ofdata

The information for this research came from different sources: 1) My parents
provided and shared their views and experiences when they joined the Wege
community; 2) Three other men from my village who participated in the
Wege Bage were able to share their own experience with me. Several pastors
who formerly were 'preachers of the Wege Mana' were willing to teil what
they know and remember about Zakheus and his programs or about the Wege
Bage and their activities; 3) Further three other leaders of the Wege Mana in
Kamu shared their views on several occasions in June 1985, July 1987, July
1989, June 1990 and during August 1992 and December 1992. It will be noted
that these interviews and discussions held with these leaders were carrying
'apologetic' overtones in the sense that they used the occasion to defend their
views and at the same time attack me/the ogai simply because I represent the
ogai; 4) For material on the socio-cultural and historical background I rely on
Boelen (1955), Dubbeldam (1964), Pospisil (1978), Rhys (1947), Smedts (1956),
De Bruijn (1978) and Van Hoeven (1964). For the life and work of Zakheus I
had access to Mickelson (1968), government and missionary letters and annual
reports; 5) Regarding the letters, relating to Zakheus Pakage there are few
from missionaries which can be found at the A.B. Simpson Library at the
CAMA Headquarters in Colorado Springs, USA. While from the Dutch government side there are several which also can be found in the National Archives
(Rijksarchief) in The Hague. Several reports which are related to Zakheus are
missing. Two of which can be mentioned are: the investigation of the Police
Commissioner in Hollandia regarding Zakheus' affair which was made in the
Paniai region in October 1951 and De Bruijn's preliminary report of Wege
Mana dated July 14, 1960. To this it must be added that the Catholic's reports
are not available.
1.4.3 Problems of data collection
But the process of obtaining the data in this respect has been confronted with
a set of problems which will be mentioned here.
This study has something to do with my interest in ethnohistory or history and activities of the local leaders such as Zakheus who have shaped the
history of their communities. One of the problems was how to obtain data on
the 'historical Zakheus', because all available sources of information were extremely biased. On the one hand the missionaries' reports and the church'
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